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REASONS



Smart. Experienced. Friendly. Beautiful. Consistently 

ranked one of the best small cities in the world,  

Greater Victoria is a place where businesses prosper and  

people thrive. With frequent, easy access to Vancouver,  

Seattle, and to markets across North America and the world, 

the region offers enormous growth opportunities in Digital  

& Civic Technology, Marine & Ocean Sciences, Food &  

Agribusiness and Cultural Industries. A mild climate year 

round, top-notch public facilities and an active outdoor  

culture means this is a place that balances work with play. 

Why invest in Victoria and South Vancouver Island? Here  

are the top 5 reasons.
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Located near Vancouver, Seattle and Canada’s largest  

international port, Greater Victoria lies within the Pacific time 

zone and offers ready access to clients and key markets in 

North America and the Asia Pacific region. The region also  

offers a naturally deep harbour and many access points to 

coastal waterways connecting the Island to mainland BC and 

the US West Coast.

Moving People 

A downtown to downtown flight gets you to Vancouver in just 

35 minutes, and to Seattle in 45 minutes, making same-day 

business meetings possible. For international destinations, 

Victoria’s International Airport offers direct flights to  

numerous cities or connect through Vancouver.

Float planes and helicopter: downtown to downtown

Victoria/Vancouver:  hourly flights (35 mins)

Victoria/Seattle:  daily flights (45 mins)

Airplane: from Victoria International Airport

Seattle-Tacoma Int’l Airport:  multiple daily flights (45 mins)

Vancouver Int’l Airport:  multiple daily flights (30 mins)

Ferry: downtown to downtown

Victoria/Seattle:  daily sailings (3 h)

Victoria/Port Angeles 4 daily sailings (90 mins)

from Swartz Bay Victoria

Tsawwassen Vancouver  multiple daily sailings (1.5 h)

Moving Goods

With air and marine options, ship cargo directly from Greater 

Victoria, Vancouver International Airport or the Port of  

Vancouver accessing  170 economies worldwide.

Daily scheduled container truck/trailer service between 

Swartz Bay, the Vancouver region and the BC coast is available.

Cascadia Innovation Corridor

Greater Victoria lies within the Cascadia Innovation Corridor, an 

area between Vancouver, Seattle and Portland with an annual 

economic output of $675 billion US. Organized as an innovation 

economic zone by a partnership of business, technology, 

research and government organizations, the goal is to  

leverage collective assets, knowledge and infrastructure to 

solve problems through innovation and enhance prosperity.
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Strategic 
Location

There’s real connectivity between 
Victoria and Vancouver with a 

flight leaving every 30 minutes.

Nick Blasko   |   Atomique Productions



Our biggest asset is, by far, the quality  
of our workforce, from top to bottom, 

including support departments, estimating 

and right down to our apprentices.

Joe O’Rourke   |   Seaspan

Serious 
Talent

Build out your local team with Greater Victoria’s deep pool  

of trained and work-ready talent. With Canada’s top-ranked 

K-12 school systems, three highly-regarded academic  

institutions and large cohorts of both young and executive- 

level workers, the region’s local talent can fill every position, 

from entry level to senior management.

 

Fast-growing Workforce

The fastest-growing cohorts within the workforce (2016 census):

• Ages 25–29 (19.8% growth)

• Ages 30–34 (27% growth)

 

Higher Education Levels

• 10% more higher education degrees, compared to  

 Canadian peer city average

• 31% of working-age people have an apprenticeship,  

 trade certificate or diploma

 

Talent Attraction

Compared to other cities in Canada, Greater Victoria has 

more jobs per capita in occupations such as computer  

systems and design, research and development in the  

physical sciences, and environmental consulting (for  

metropolitan areas). The region’s strength in the tech sector 

is supported by talent recruitment events like DevOpsDays 

and the BC Provincial Nominee Program’s Tech Pilot, which 

fast-tracks workers into BC.

Post-secondary Academic Institutions

University of Victoria specializes in ocean research,  

climate research, material sciences and Indigenous  

studies in language and law. Ranked among the top 1% of  

universities globally (115th), it ranks first in Canada for  

sciences and international research collaboration. A few  

highlights include Ocean Networks Canada, Coast Capital 

Savings Innovation Centre, Peter B. Gustavson School of 

Business, Knowledge Mobilization units and one of Canada’s 

largest co-op programs.

 

Royal Roads University is a public applied research institution 

specializing in applied and professional programs for career 

professionals. They offer undergraduate degree completion  

programs, 20-plus master’s programs, certificate and diploma 

programs and an applied doctoral program in social sciences.

 

Camosun College offers over 160 programs including  

university transfer and applied degree programs, career and 

trades training, skills upgrading and preparatory programs 

and continuing education.

 

45,000+ students (domestic and 
international) acquire post-secondary 
education in Greater Victoria per year

>
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Within weeks of applying, the visas 
were granted and everything  

was set. It was actually easier  

than we were expecting.

Mario Zimmer  |  Daitan Canada

Business
Advantages

Operate your business in a stable commercial environment 

that offers some of the lowest corporate tax rates in the 

world. When needed, broad-ranging immigration and visa 

programs provide effective channels for importing talent 

from around the globe in as little as weeks, reflecting  

Canada’s understanding of the vital role newcomers play  

in growth and prosperity.

 

Canada’s Stable Operating Environment

• Ranked 9th (of 180 countries) for its Lack of Corruption  

 (Transparency International, 2019)

• Highest-ranked Business Environment among G7 countries  

 for the forecast period 2017–2021 (Economist magazine)

•  Tied Finland for the Soundest Banking System in the world  

 (International Monetary Fund, 2017)

 

Immigration

Canada is a culturally diverse country, renowned for its  

consistent, generous immigration and visa policies. It also  

offers a variety of programs designed to fast-track workers 

and grow Canada’s labour pool. While investors must explore 

their full options with Citizenship and Immigration Canada 

(SIPP can facilitate these discussions), they may be able 

to take advantage of programs like Tech Pilot through BC’s 

Provincial Nominee Program (PNP). Designed to attract top 

talent in 29 tech-related occupations, this program provides  

a way for high-demand foreign workers and experienced 

entrepreneurs to gain permanent residency in BC.

 

Tax Rates and Other Incentives

• 21% of commercial profit in Canada: effective corporate  

 tax rate, includes corporate and labour taxes (compared to  

 US 44%)

• 27% blended federal and provincial corporate income taxes 

 (one of the lowest in the G7)

• Up to 10% provincial tax credit for expenses related to  

 Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED)

• Up to 35% of qualified expenses: federal tax credit for  

 SR&ED (for Canadian-controlled corporations)

 

Extensive Local Markets

Vancouver Island is the 43rd largest island in the world,  

and has a population of approximately 800,000. Located on  

the southern tip of Vancouver Island, Greater Victoria is  

Canada’s 15th largest metropolitan region with a  population 

approaching 400,000. As BC’s provincial capital, the region 

offers rich commercial potential.

Victoria is ranked among  
Canada’s Top 10 Cities for  
Entrepreneurial Presence  
Canadian Federation of Independent Business, 2018
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The cost for employers, both for the real  
estate, the leasing costs and the tax salaries 

and wages is far less than some markets like 
Vancouver and Toronto. Employers can benefit 

from about 30 percent savings by considering 

Victoria as a place to do business.

Ross Marshall   |   CBRE Limited

Better 
Affordability

>

>

>

>
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Reduce operating costs like real estate and wages (especially 

salaries paid in $US) by setting up an office or facility in  

Greater Victoria. Business costs are generally lower than those 

paid in major urban centres like Vancouver, while Canadian- 

based businesses enjoy significant cost advantages over 

businesses in the US, especially areas like Seattle and Silicon 

Valley. These advantages also extend to the purchase of  

residential real estate.

 

Wages

• Canada is ranked second worldwide for most competitive  

 labour costs and third for facility costs (KPMG, 2016)

• 15% business cost advantage in Canada over the US  

 (KPMG, 2016)

• Average income ratio to house price is 10.5, compared to  

 22.1 in Vancouver (CBRE, 2018)

Comparative Wages

Position Victoria Vancouver Seattle

Software 
Developer $ 70,552 $ 75,478 $ 146,390

Project  
Manager (IT) $ 76,502 $ 81,482 $ 122,890

Engineering  
Manager $ 95,036 $ 103,468 $ 165,518

Note: All salaries are median-based and in Canadian dollars. Data was compiled 

from the PayScale database in May 2019 and reflects current market conditions.

Commercial Real Estate

Average Class A Office net rental rates in Victoria are  

$35 per square foot, compared to Vancouver’s at $45 per  

square foot. (Colliers International, May 2019)

 

Co-working Spaces

Entrepreneurs and startups fuelling Greater Victoria’s  

flourishing tech sector have access to an increasing number 

of co-working spaces, which provide ideal remote working and 

networking opportunities: Club Kwench, Regus, The  

Watershed, The Dock, Songhees Innovation Centre  

(serving Indigenous tech entrepreneurs) and many more.

 

Residential Real Estate

• Cost of living index is 4% lower than Vancouver’s  

 (University Magazine, 2018)

• Median 2018 MLS home price is $700,630, compared with  

 $1.048 million in Vancouver

• Rent-to-wage ratio in 2018 for condos is 23.6%, compared  

 with 28.1% in Vancouver (CBRE, 2018)

• Rent-to-wage ratio for purpose-builds in Victoria is 17.4%,  

 compared with 20.8% in Vancouver (CBRE, 2018)



A lot of the desire to work here is 

based on the desire to live here.

Sage Berryman   |   Ralmax Group

Attractive 
Lifestyle

>
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Retain talent and reduce turnover in Greater Victoria because 

of the enviable quality of life enjoyed by residents in Canada’s 

mildest year-round climate. Short commutes by bike or ride-

share through the gorgeous landscape, better-than-average 

use of public transit and easy access to spectacular outdoor 

recreation areas mean a happier and healthier workforce.

 

Climate

While much of Canada endures a snowy or rainy winter,  

Greater Victoria enjoys a temperate climate with enormous 

amounts of sunshine year round. It’s Canada’s warmest city,  

on average. It also gets as little as half as much rainfall as  

Vancouver or Seattle.

 

The Daily Commute

Shorter commutes mean more time for people to do  

things they love.

• 22 minutes average commute (compared to peer city  

 average of 31.7)

• 71.7% of workforce has less than a 30-minute commute

 

Public Infrastructure

• Highest-rated elementary and secondary schools in Canada

• Extensive system of libraries, community centres and  

 top-notch public recreational facilities

• Healthiest province in Canada and ranks third in a  

 comparison to top-ranked Switzerland and Sweden 

 (Conference Board, 2015)

 

Outdoor Activities

• Rated as the Fittest City in Canada and Cycling Capital of  

 Canada with 775 kilometres of bikeways

• 48 provincial and regional parks  

• 30-minute access to lakes, mountains, camping, hiking,  

 mountain-biking, fishing, whale-watching and beaches  

 from downtown

• One-hour access (from downtown) to surfing and  

 open-ocean beaches on the west coast of Vancouver Island

• Multimodal public transportation system, including  

 highest percentage of commuters in Canada who travel  

 by mode other than a personal automobile

 

Cultural Activities

• One of BC’s biggest craft brewery and distillery industries

• One of the highest numbers of restaurants per capita in  

 Canada and ranked only after San Francisco for North America

• Wide selection of local music, arts, and theatre productions

• World-class venues like the Royal BC Museum, Craigdarroch  

 Castle, Emily Carr House and Butchart Gardens

• Home of major festivals like Victoria Ska Festival, Victoria  

 International Buskers Festival, Victoria Fringe Festival,  

 Symphony Splash, Rifflandia and Feast of Fields
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Marine &
Ocean Sciences

Digital & Civic
Technology

Food &
Agribusiness

Cultural
Industries

Business is thriving in Greater Victoria,  

especially among  four top-performing 

economic sectors. Each has an  

established ecosystem of suppliers  

and customers, as well as the commercial 

infrastructure and regulatory framework 

needed to support strong commercial 

growth. All four sectors offer rich potential 

for companies looking to start up or  

expand within Greater Victoria.

4
KEY SECTORS

OF GREATER VICTORIA

Vancouver and Seattle are hotspots  
for the tech industry, and Victoria has  

benefited from the spillover from both  
of these cities. 

Peter Schnabel   |   DreamCraft Attractions
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//Sector One //

Digital & Civic
Technology



DreamCraft Attractions

Develops innovative augmented and virtual reality technologies 

for location-based entertainment venues. Their products  

include programmable ride systems and mechanical  

engineering with AAA game development principles, cinematic 

graphics and next-generation display systems. 

WorkDay

After acquiring local firm MediaCore, WorkDay continues  

to grow in the region developing their human resource  

management software.

Animikii

Indigenous-owned, certified B Corp agency that offers  

website design, custom software, branding and digital  

communications products and services to a range of  

organizations.

 

Sector Supports

• VIATEC is one of Canada’s most active tech associations, 

 running initiatives like the VIATEC Accelerator Program

• The Provincial Nominee Program helps tech companies  

 recruit talent from outside Canada (sometimes in as little  

 as two weeks)

• Federal tax credit of up to 35% of qualified expenses for 

 Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED) 

 for Canadian-controlled corporations

• Non-profit Alacrity Canada supports early-stage Western  

 Canadian tech companies by connecting startup founders,  

 new employees/teams and seed investments

• Canada’s Digital Supercluster facilitates and funds 

 collaborative technology investments and spin-offs

• Coast Capital Savings Innovation Centre at the University  

 of Victoria develops business plans, prepares companies  

 for launch and offers mentorships

• Songhees Innovation Centre is a co-working space for  

 Indigenous entrepreneurs and startups

Digital & Civic Technology Sector

• 10th largest tech sector in Canada (while ranked as the  

 15th largest metropolitan region)

• Greater Victoria employs 16,775 people in nearly 1,000  

 technology and advanced manufacturing companies and  

 has a total economic impact of $5.2 billion (a 30% increase  

 from 2013)

• Revenues increased to $4 billion in 2017 (from $1 billion  

 in 2004)

 

Competitive Advantages

• Ease of attracting talent with the tech talent visa  

 fast-tracking program

• Operating costs are less than in larger markets like  

 Vancouver and Seattle

• Same time zone as Seattle and Silicon Valley

• GovTech and other provincial government procurement  

 programs

• Highly skilled workforce with higher retention/loyalty

• 39% of the local labour force (25-65 years old) has a 

 Bachelor’s degree or higher

• Support services and a network of seasoned technology  

 leaders, collaborators and mentors

• Numerous co-working facilities to connect transient and  

 mobile contractors and entrepreneurs

• Shorter commute times for employees

 

A Few Local Successes

Daitan Canada

With the head office in Brazil and satellite offices in the US and 

now Canada, Daitan develops full lifecycle software products 

for the technology industry, as well as offering product  

maintenance and quality assurance and testing services  

to clients including Symphony, vmware, British Telecom,  

Bandwidth and Genysis. Launched in 2018, the Victoria  

office anticipates a future staff of 100 employees to capitalize 

on the US market from its local platform.

Greater Victoria has a fast-growing technology sector, with particular strength in 

the Software as a Service market and applications developed for the high-tech 

manufacturing industry and ocean sciences sector. The technology sector now 

ranks as the tenth largest in Canada, punching far above its weight relative to 

many other larger metropolitan areas. It generates a  greater economic impact 

than the tourism sector for which the region is renowned.

HIGHLIGHT

Daitan Group

With 650 employees worldwide, Brazilian software firm Daitan opened an office in  

Victoria in 2018. The location was selected for the superior quality of life provided  

for its employees. The decision also reflected the ease of serving US clients, the  

geographical proximity to Silicon Valley, shared time zone with its US West Coast  

clients, and the lower costs of doing business from their platform in Greater Victoria.

>
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When one Canadian dollar is worth  
80 cents US, or just below, we can  

compete quite effectively with  
competitors on the West Coast. 

Joe O’Rourke   |   Seaspan

//Sector Two //

Marine &
Ocean Sciences

Navy and the Canadian Coast Guard, as well as provides  

training, equipment and technology.

SSI

Develops design software for the shipbuilding and offshore 

industry around the world. SSI’s ShipConstructor software is 

in widespread use in organizations ranging from small design 

shops to large enterprise clients working on both commercial 

and naval projects, including yachts, oil rigs, tankers, ferries, 

warships and workboats. They are also used by the US  

Department of Defense and the US Coast Guard.

Ralmax Group

The Ralmax Group provides marine and construction-related 

services. These include ship refitting and repair, contracting, 

recycling, excavating and engineering. Its rapidly growing 

shipyard services vessels operated by BC Ferries, the Royal 

Canadian Navy and the Canadian Coast Guard.

Seaspan (Victoria Shipyards)

One of three shipyards operated by Seaspan, Victoria Shipyards 

carries out repair, refit and conversion work for a variety of 

vessels and marine platforms, including those from the Royal 

Canadian Navy, the Canadian Coast Guard, BC Ferries, cruise 

ship lines and a range of commercial customers. It is also doing 

ship conversions involving LNG.

 

Sector Supports

• Association of British Columbia Marine Industries is BC’s  

 marine industry association, connecting and supporting  

 growth of the industry.

• The Camosun Coastal Centre offers training and education  

 focused on the industrial marine sector, including hundreds  

 of specialty courses, to a wide range of companies and  

 organizations.

• Camosun Innovates is a division within the Camosun Coastal  

 Centre that works with marine companies to pursue product  

 development and testing and foster talent. 

• Institute of Ocean Sciences has 250 scientists and researchers  

 providing oceanographic data and information on fisheries,  

 ocean and environmental sciences, as well as creating vital  

 navigation products like nautical charts.

• Canada’s Ocean Supercluster (a national initiative based in  

 Atlantic Canada)

Significant Local Market

• Canadian Forces Base Esquimalt, the site of the Royal  

 Canadian Navy’s headquarters and Pacific fleet, employs  

 approximately 7,800 people and has an annual budget of  

 approximately $770 million.

• The Royal Canadian Navy relies on multiple in-service  

 contracts to help support its entire fleet, including  

 submarines, frigates, marine coastal defence and patrol  

 vessels, as well as assorted auxiliary vessels.

• The region is home to the 443rd Maritime Helicopter  

 Squadron, headquartered at Victoria International Airport  

 and serving the Royal Canadian Navy.

• The Canadian Coast Guard, whose Western Region  

 headquarters and Pacific fleet are both based in Victoria,  

 operate from multiple locations where they carry out vessel,  

 buoy and navigational aids maintenance and repair.

• BC Ferries, headquartered on the South Island, operates the  

 largest commercial fleet of vehicle ferries in the world. Their  

 fleet and terminals are going through an extensive upgrading,  

 a new construction and acquisition program with a $3.9  

 billion capital plan for 2019 to 2030.

 

Competitive Advantages

• 3,500 kilometres of coastline around Vancouver Island

• 200-plus marinas and small craft harbours along BC coast

• Waterfront providing access to Mainland BC and US markets

• Cruise ship destination and busiest port of call in Canada

• Home of Canada’s Pacific Naval Fleet

• Home of the largest solid-bottom commercial drydock on  

 the west coast of the Americas, leading to strong science and  

 research sector support and a highly skilled workforce

A Few Local Successes

Ocean Networks Canada

A non-profit society created by the University of Victoria to 

operate one of the world’s largest ocean-monitoring infrastructure 

and data-collection networks. Provides data to 40,000 users 

worldwide and delivers technology products and services to 

government, industry and coastal communities.

Babcock Canada

Offers a range of services, including engineering, maintenance 

and logistics support for customers like the Royal Canadian 

The marine and ocean science sector contributes significantly to BC’s economy,  

and is a key economic sector on the South Island with over half of BC’s ocean  

science and technology businesses located here. Business activities include  

shipbuilding and ship repair, industrial marine services, marine professional services, 

marine products, small craft marine construction and repair and ocean science  

and technology. The South Island also has a thriving recreational marine sector.

>
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HIGHLIGHT

Ocean Networks Canada 

Many businesses within the local sector leverage data and technologies generated 

by local research agencies like Ocean Networks Canada (ONC). With over 900  

kilometres of underwater-cabled observatories, remote control systems, seven 

shore stations across Canada, 5000+ interactive sensors, and big data management, 

ONC enables evidence-based decision-making on ocean management, disaster 

mitigation, and environmental protection. As an innovator, they create connections 

and spin-offs for the digital and ocean technology sectors. 

//Sector Three //

Food & Agribusiness

The South Vancouver Island region enjoys a climate ideal for growing superb food 

commodities and many of the ingredients used in high-quality, value-added food and 

beverages created for the local and export markets. The sector brings together all the 

businesses that farm, produce, process, add value, cook, package and distribute, and 

serve these food products, as well as those involved in sales and marketing.

Specific Mechanical

Specializes in custom brewing and distilling systems as well as 

processing equipment for the food industry and a wide range 

of industrial applications. Their customer base numbers more 

than 1,100 clients across Canada, the US, Europe and the 

Middle East.

Melinda’s Biscotti Company

Produce biscotti and other bakery items for sale in coffee shops 

throughout the island and through retailers across Canada.

Phillips Brewing & Malting Co.

Craft brewer, distiller, soda producer and operator of Canada’s 

only malting facility.

Sector Supports

The Government of Canada and the Province of BC offer a wide 

variety of funding programs to businesses in the agri-foods 

sector, including:

• Canada-BC Agri-Innovation Program

• AgriMarketing Program

• BC Agri-food & Seafood Market Development Program

What we’ve seen over the last ten years 
is this huge upswing in the market. A lot 
comes from society in general wanting a 
higher quality and something closer and 
more local. We have great ingredients  
and a great agri-foods base here that  
can substantiate growth.

Reo Philips, General Manager  |  Specific Mechanical

// HIGHLIGHT //

Greater Victoria, known as ‘BC’s Craft Beer Capital,’ is home  

to 13 craft breweries, as well as a growing number of local 

distilleries and cideries.

We’ve won some big awards, like Best in 
Show awards at some of the most prestigious 
cider competitions in North America. I’m  
really proud of those because it goes to 
show how the growing conditions here can 
produce the highest quality fruit, which 
makes for the highest quality cider.

Kristen Needham, Owner  |  Sea Cider Farm & Ciderhouse

Competitive Advantages

• Mildest climate in Canada  

• Availability of high-quality arable land and priority  

 agricultural zoning

• Growing local market with a preference for locally sourced,  

 artisan goods

• World-class agricultural research facilities

• Easy logistics to major urban and overseas markets

A Few Local Successes

Sea Cider Farm & Ciderhouse

Award-winning producer of 18 varieties of apple and fruit cider, 

selling more than 7,000 cases of naturally fermented cider at 

their farm and cidery and in stores across Western Canada and 

the Pacific Northwest.

Abeego

Create organic, reusable food wraps using a natural fabric 

infused with beeswax, for sale online and in retail stores. Their 

product is sold worldwide through retailers like Walmart.

>
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//Sector Four //

Cultural Industries

Cultural industries encompass companies or individuals that offer products or  

services associated with the arts, historical, cultural or any businesses that may  

directly associate with a specific culture. It also includes tourism and the retail and  

service businesses that support this vital industry. The film and creative industries,  

and the flourishing lifestyle entrepreneur network operating through the many local  

co-working spaces, have been identified as areas of strategic growth within the region. 

Gwaii Engineering

A majority Aboriginal-owned and operated consulting firm  

serving First Nations and other communities in BC and  

Canada. The company provides services in the areas of civil 

engineering, sustainable housing/development, infrastructure 

and energy-related projects, and environmental consulting on 

contaminated sites.

Sector Supports

• Several labour-based tax credits available to  production  

 companies (from screenwriting and production to digital  

 effects and post-production)

• Funding and incentives through BC Government’s Creative  

 Economy initiative

• BC Creates (a collaborative communications initiative  

 about the creative sector)

• Creative BC (business and professional support for  

 the creative sector)

• Vancouver Island Film & Media Commission

Things grow really well here. People are  
seriously creative and you can apply that  
to the cultural scene too.

Nick Blasko, Co-Founder  |  Atomique Productions

• Trade and Invest BC

• Business councils, including Canada China Business  

 Council, Japan Society, Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada,  

 Greater Victoria Chamber of Commerce, and others

 

3  Formalized relationships

• Memorandum of Understanding between SIPP and the  

 Shanghai Centre for Smart City Promotion (2017)

• Twin City agreements with cities like those with Suzhou, 

 China and Morioka, Japan

 

4  Shared cultural ties

• Immigration

• Tourism

• International students

 

// HIGHLIGHT //

The Songhees Wellness Centre provides recreational,  

meeting, and other facilities to the Songhees Nation.  

Located within the Wellness Centre, the Songhees Innovation 

Centre offers co-working space to Indigenous entrepreneurs 

and other startups.

Competitive Advantages

• Ten First Nations on the South Island, each with their own  

 strengths and projects aligning with their rich history

• Region is a hot spot for the emerging lifestyle entrepreneur

 sector (mobile workers who desire high quality of life in a

 vibrant, more affordable city setting)

• Second most creative city in Canada (Martin Prosperity  

 Institute, 2012)

• Variety of cultural products and events providing a

 broad market

A Few Local Successes

Brandigenous

Fully Indigenous-owned and operated promotional products 

merchandiser, providing custom logoed products to a wide 

range of business and government clients.

Atomique Productions

An independent concert and promotions company that runs 

150+ concerts, events and festivals (including Rifflandia  

Festival and Car Free Day) annually across Greater Victoria. 

Amelia’s Artists, an affiliated company, manages top musical 

acts around the world, like Tegan & Sara.

Mechanisms to Facilitate Exports

 1  Trade channels

• The Government of Canada recently appointed  

 Vancouver Island as one of the first region-wide Foreign  

 Trade Zones in the country.

• Investors can ship products and services across North  

 America and overseas:

• Cargo can be shipped by air via Victoria International  

 Airport or nearby Vancouver International Airport.

• Products can be shipped through the Port of Vancouver,  

 which ships to 170 economies worldwide. 

2  Advisory or networking organizations

• Global Affairs Canada, Export Development Canada, the  

 Trade Commissioner Service

>
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>
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Asia Pacific

Trade missions provide critical opportunities for local businesses to meet potential clients abroad. On a 2017 trade 

mission to Asia organized by SIPP and the City of Victoria, eight local companies took part in exploratory meetings with 

potential clients in Shenzhen and Shanghai, China. A reception at the Shanghai Dream Centre provided the opportunity 

for executives at Victoria-based CAVU Designwerks and their sister company DreamCraft Attractions to meet senior 

representatives of the largest media company in China. The results?  A strategic partnership that resulted in millions of 

dollars of business for the two BC companies, while others participating in the trade mission secured their own business 

deals with Chinese firms.

// TRADE MISSIONS DELIVER //

BC has a rich and well-established relationship with the Asia Pacific region. After more than  

a century of trade and immigration, the connections between these two regions are both economic 

and cultural. Canadians with Asian ancestry make up the fastest growing segment of Canada’s  

population. Asia also represents a key export market for BC, with 37% of exports going  

to China, Japan, South Korea, India and Taiwan. 

Greater Victoria’s geographical proximity to the Asia Pacific region, as well as its vast network of  

commercial ties provide rich opportunities for growth and investment. It not only offers a gateway  

to large and growing export markets, but serves as an ideal platform for foreign firms accessing  

North American markets. The South Island is also an extremely popular tourist destination among 

Asians, with daily flights added since China assigned BC with Approved Destination Status. 
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The South Island Prosperity Partnership (SIPP) is the economic development organization for Greater  

Victoria, located on BC’s West Coast. The organization comprises 50+ members, including ten local  

governments, seven First Nations, three post-secondary institutions, seven industry associations and 

non-profits, and more than 20 major employers.

For more information, contact: Dallas Gislason, Director of Economic Development

Kieran Buggy, FDI Concierge

General +1.778.265.8128

Email info@southislandprosperity.ca

www.southislandprosperity.ca

How can we help?
Whether helping you explore or assess your business options in Greater Victoria, 

we’re here for you right from the beginning. Here’s how:

 1   Help you determine if Canada, BC, and our region  

 are right for your unique set of needs.

 2  Provide you with the necessary market information,  

 suppliers, and other contacts you need to inform  

 your investment decision.

 3  Assist with the logistics of setting up your business  

 here — from exploring locations to finding talent  

 or settling inbound employees.

4  Support over the next months or years, including  

 networking and export development opportunities  

 like international trade missions and more.

SIPP provided sound, objective advice that  

we took under advisement in making strategic  

decisions that turned out very well for our  

growing business.

Jeff Ward   |   Animikii Indigenous Technology

mailto:info%40southislandprosperity.ca?subject=Invest%20Victoria%20enquiry

